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MOTIVIC TORSORS
Yuval Z. FLICKER
Abstract. The torsor Pσ = Hom
⊗(HDR,Hσ) under the motivic Galois group Gσ = Aut
⊗ Hσ
of the Tannakian category Mk generated by one-motives related by absolute Hodge cycles over
a field k with an embedding σ : k →֒ C is shown to be determined by its projection Pσ → Pσ/G0σ
to a Gal(k/k)-torsor, and by its localizations Pσ ×k kξ at a dense subset of orderings ξ of the
field k, provided k has virtual cohomological dimension (vcd) one. This result is an application
of a recent local-global principle for connected linear algebraic groups over a field k of vcd ≤ 1.
The singular cohomology with coefficients in the field Q of rational numbers of a smooth
projective – even just complete – variety over C has a (“pure”) Hodge structure. Motives
with a realization (usually by means of some cohomology theory) which has a pure Hodge
structure are called pure motives. Deligne defined in [D-II] a mixed Hodge structure to be a
finite dimensional vector space V over Q with a finite increasing (weight) filtrationW• and a
finite decreasing (Hodge) filtration F • on V ⊗QC such that F • induces a Hodge structure of
weight n on the graded piece GrWn V =WnV/Wn−1V for each n. Deligne showed in [D-III]
that the cohomology H∗(E(C),Q) of any variety E over C – not necessarily complete and
smooth – carries a natural mixed Hodge structure. Motives with a realization which has a
mixed Hodge structure are called mixed motives for emphasize.
Deligne introduced the notion of a one-motive M – as well as its dual M∨, and Betti:
M(C)B, de Rham: HDR(M), and ℓ-adic: Hℓ(M), realizations – in [D-III], §10, as a simple
example of a motive whose Betti realizationM(C)B has a mixed Hodge structure, but does
not have a Hodge structure. Let σ : k →֒ C be an embedding of a field k in the field C of
complex numbers, and σ : k →֒ C an extension to an algebraic closure k. Write Gal(k/k)
for the Galois group. For a variety E over k, write σE for the C-variety E ×k,σ C.
A one-motive over k is a complex M = [X
u→ E] of length one placed in degrees 0 and
1, comprising of a semi-abelian variety E (namely an extension 1 → T → E → A → 0
of an abelian variety A by a torus T ) over k, a finitely generated torsion free Gal(k/k)-
module X , and a Gal(k/k)-equivariant homomorphism u : X → E(k). Note that E is a
commutative k-group. One-motives include the Artin motives as [X → 0] and the Tate
motive as [0 → Gm]. We also write M = (X,A, T, E, u), M ⊗ Q for the isogeny class
of M , σM = [X
u→ σE] and σM(C) = [X u→ σE(C)]. A one-motive M has a “weight”
filtration: W0M = [X
u→ E], W−1M = [0→ E], W−2M = [0→ T ], W−3M = [0→ 0], with
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graded factors Gr0M = X , Gr−1M = (E/T )[−1] = A[−1], and Gr−2M = T [−1]. Put
GrW M = [X
0→ A×k T ].
The Betti realization Hσ(M) = σM(C)B of a one-motive M = [X
u→ E] over k is the
vector space Tσ(M) ⊗ Q, where the lattice Tσ(M) is the fiber product of LieσE(C) and
X over σE(C), namely the pullback of 0 → H1(σE(C)) → LieσE(C) exp→ σE(C) → 1
by X
u→ σE(C). It depends on the embedding σ : k →֒ C. Then σM(C)B is a mixed
Hodge structure (V,W•, F
•) of type {(0, 0), (0,−1), (−1, 0), (−1,−1)} whose graded parts
are GrW0 V = X ⊗Q, polarizable GrW−1 V = H1(σA(C),Q), and GrW−2 V = H1(σT (C),Q) =
X∗(σT )⊗Q; see [D-III], 10.1.3.
Denote by Mk the Tannakian category (Deligne-Milne [DM], Definition 2.19) generated
by the isogeny classes of one-motives over k, in the category MRk of mixed realizations
(Jannsen [J], 2.1), related by absolute Hodge cycles (Deligne [D2], 2.10, Brylinski [Br],
2.2.5). The objects of MRk are tuples H = (HDR, Hℓ, Hσ; I∞,σ, Iℓ,σ), where ℓ ranges over
the rational primes, σ over the embeddings k →֒ C, and σ over the k →֒ C, described
in [J], p. 10. In particular HDR is a finite dimensional k-vector space with a decreasing
(Hodge) filtration (Fn;n ∈ Z) and an increasing (weight) filtration (Wm;m ∈ Z); Hℓ is a
finite dimensional Gal(k/k)-module over Ql with Gal(k/k)-equivariant increasing (weight)
filtration W•; Hσ is a mixed Hodge structure (over Q), and I∞,σ : Hσ ⊗ C→˜HDR ⊗k,σ C,
Iℓ,σ : Hσ ⊗Qℓ→˜Hℓ (σ = σ|k) are the comparison isomorphisms.
The morphisms in MRk are tuples (fDR, fℓ, fσ)ℓ,σ described in [J], p. 11. In particular
fσ : Hσ → H ′σ is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures, fDR : HDR → H ′DR is k-linear
and fℓ : Hℓ → H ′ℓ is a Qℓ-linear Gal(k/k)-morphism, which correspond under the compar-
ison isomorphisms. The category MRk is abelian ([J], 2.3), tensor ([J], 2.7) with identity
object 1 = (k,Qℓ,Q; id∞,σ, idℓ,σ), and it has internal Hom(H,H
′) ∈ MRk for all H, H ′ in
MRk (thus Hom(H
′′, Hom(H,H ′)) = Hom(H ′′ ⊗ H,H ′) for all H, H ′, H ′′ ∈ MRk). For
example, HDR(Hom(H,H
′)) = Homk(HDR, H
′
DR), Hℓ(Hom(H,H
′)) = HomQℓ(Hℓ, H
′
ℓ),
Hσ(Hom(H,H
′)) = HomQ(Hσ, H
′
σ). Hence MRk is rigid (each object H has a dual
H∨ = Hom(H, 1)).
Defining the space AHC(H) of absolute Hodge cycles of H ∈ MRk to be the set of
(xDR, xℓ, xσ) ∈ HDR ×
∏
ℓHℓ ×
∏
σHσ such that I∞,σ(xσ) = xDR, Iℓ,σ(xσ) = xℓ for all σ,
σ with σ|k = σ and xDR ∈ F 0HDR ∩W0HDR (it is a finite dimensional vector space over
Q), one has Hom(H,H ′) = AHC(Hom(H,H ′)). A Hodge cycle with respect to σ is a tuple
(xDR, xℓ) ∈ HDR ×
∏
ℓHℓ such that there is xσ ∈ Hσ with I∞,σ(xσ) = xDR, Iℓ,σ(xσ) = xℓ,
xDR ∈ F 0HDR ∩W0HDR. Then MRk is a Tannakian category neutral over Q, namely a
rigid abelian tensor Q-linear category with a Q-valued fiber ([DM], Definition 2.19: exact
faithful Q-linear tensor) functors H#σ : MRk → VecQ, H 7→ H#σ . The # emphasizes here
that the symbol indicates the underlying vector space. In the literature, and in the abstract
of this paper, # is omitted to simplify the notations for the reader who knows when Hσ is
regarded as a mixed Hodge structure, and when it is regarded only as a vector space.
The mixed realizationH(M) of a one-motiveM is (HDR(M), Hℓ(M), Hσ(M); I∞,σ, Iℓ,σ);
see [D-III], 10.1.3: the H are H1. Note that the dual one motive M
∨ (introduced in [D-III],
10.2.11) satisfies H(M∨) = Hom(H(M),Q(1)). Hence H(M)∨ = H(M∨)(−1). From now
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on by a motive we mean an object in the Tannakian category Mk generated in MRk by one-
motives. The functor H#σ – which associates to a motiveM the vector space underlying the
mixed Hodge Betti realization σM(C)B – is a fiber functor on Mk, making Mk Tannakian
and neutral over Q. Note that an isomorphic – but not canonically – fiber functor is
H#σ Gr
W . This fiber functor corresponds to a choice of a Levi decomposition of the motivic
Galois group, see the end of the 5th paragraph below.
The category Mk is not semi-simple, but it has a semi-simple Tannakian full subcategory
M
red
k of motives generated by abelian varieties (M = [0 → A]) and Artin motives (M =
[X → 0]) over k, related by absolute Hodge cycles ([DM], Propositions 6.5 and 6.21).
Thus it is the subcategory of MRk generated by H(A)(= (H1,DR(A), H1,e´t(A ×k k,Qℓ),
H1(σA(C),Q)) of the abelian varieties A over k, and the Artin motives H(X) = X ⊗ 1 =
(X ⊗ k,X ⊗ Qℓ, X ⊗ Q). Note that the realization H(T ) of the torus [0 → T ] is the Tate
twisted Artin motive X∗(T )⊗1(1)(= (X∗(T )⊗k(1), X∗(T )⊗Qℓ(1), X∗(T )⊗Q(1))), where
X∗(T ) = Hom(Gm, T ) (internal Hom in the category of one-motives). The subcategory
Mredk of Mk is also neutral over Q, by the fiber functor H
#
σ .
Denote by Mk⊗k the category (Mk)(k) of [DM], Proposition 3.11, obtained on extending
coefficients from Q to k. It is a Tannakian category neutral over k. The functors H#σ ⊗ k
(:M 7→ σM(C)B ⊗ k) and H#DR on Mk ⊗ k are fiber functors with values in k. The groups
Gσ = Aut
⊗(H#σ ⊗k|Mk⊗k) and GDR = Aut⊗(H#DR|Mk⊗k) of automorphisms of the fiber
functors are affine group schemes over k ([DM], Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 3.11); they
are inner forms of each other. Even a conjectural description of these groups is elusive. The
functors H#σ ⊗ k and H#DR define equivalences Mk ⊗ k→˜ RepkGσ and Mk ⊗ k→˜Repk GDR
of tensor categories.
Similarly we have the Tannakian category Mredk ⊗ k, which is semi-simple and neutral
over k by the fiber functors H#σ ⊗k and H#DR, the k-groups Gredσ = Aut⊗(H#σ ⊗k|Mredk ⊗ k)
and GredDR = Aut
⊗(H#DR|Mredk ⊗ k), and the equivalences Mredk ⊗ k→˜ Repk Gredσ and Mredk ⊗
k→˜Repk GredDR. Since the category Mredk ⊗k is semi-simple, [DM], Remark 2.28 implies that
Gredσ and G
red
DR are pro-reductive (meaning that the connected component is the projective
limit of connected reductive groups). The group Gredσ (resp. G
red
DR) is the maximal pro-
reductive quotient of the affine group scheme Gσ (resp. GDR).
Note that a ⊗-functor F : A → B of Tannakian categories and a fiber functor β on B
define a map f : GB = Aut
⊗(β) → GA = Aut⊗(β ◦ F ) of the motivic groups (the image
gA = (gAXA) = f(g
B) is defined by gAXA = g
B
F (XA)
), and vice versa: f : GB → GA defines
F : A = RepGA → B. For relations of properties of F and f see Saavedra [Sa], II, 4.3.2.
Denote by Uσ the kernel of the projection Gσ → Gredσ ; it is pro-unipotent. By the
Levi decomposition, the extension 1 → Uσ → Gσ → Gredσ → 1 splits. More precisely, the
essentially surjective functor (a functor is called essentially surjective if each object in the
target category is isomorphic to an object in the image of the functor) GrW : Mk →Mredk ,
defined on one-motives by M = (X,A, T, E, u) 7→ H(X) ⊕ H(A) ⊕ H(X∗(T ))(1), is an
inverse to Mredk →֒ Mk. Correspondingly Gredσ = Aut⊗(H#σ ⊗ k|Mredk ⊗ k) is canonically
a subgroup of GrW Gσ = Aut
⊗(H#σ Gr
W ⊗k|Mk ⊗ k), which is isomorphic by the Levi
decomposition – but not canonically – to Gσ = Aut
⊗(H#σ ⊗ k|Mk ⊗ k).
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Our main object of study is the affine scheme Pσ = Hom
⊗(H#DR, H
#
σ ⊗ k;Mk ⊗ k) over
k of morphisms of fiber functors ([DM], Theorem 3.2). It is a Gσ-torsor (right principal
homogeneous space) over k, and so it defines a class hσ of the first Galois cohomology set
H1(k,Gσ) = H
1(Gal(k/k), Gσ(k)). The group Gσ is called the (σ-)motivic Galois group of
Mk ⊗ k, and Pσ the (σ-)motivic torsor of Mk ⊗ k. Analogously we have the Gredσ -torsor
P redσ = Hom
⊗(H#DR, H
#
σ ⊗ k;Mredk ⊗ k) over k, and its class hredσ in H1(k,Gredσ ). The
Gredσ -torsor P
red
σ is the quotient Pσ/Uσ.
Denote by M0k the Tannakian subcategory generated by Artin motives [X → 0] in Mk. It
is equivalent to the category of [DM], Proposition 6.17, generated by the zero dimensional
varieties Z over k. The motivic Galois group Aut⊗(H#σ ⊗ k| M0k ⊗ k) of M0k ⊗ k is the
constant pro-finite group scheme Γk = lim
←−K
∐
γ(Spec k)γ [(k ⊂)K finite Galois extensions,
γ ∈ Gal(K/k)] over k (with structure morphisms ∐γ∈Gal(K/k) idγ). Its group of k-points is
Gal(k/k), and the functor H#σ ⊗ k (: X 7→ X ⊗ k, or : Z 7→ kZ(k) in [DM], 6.17) induces
an isomorphism M0k ⊗ k →˜Repk(Γk) ([DM], Proposition 6.17). The group Γk is the group
of connected components of Gredσ ([DM], Proposition 6.23(a,b)). [Note that the proofs of
Propositions 6.22(a), 6.23 of [DM] are incorrect for the full category of pure motives as stated
there, but they do apply in our context of motives of abelian varieties and one-motives; see
Remark 1 at the end of this paper.]
Thus the inclusion M0k →֒ Mredk defines a surjection Gredσ
π
։ Γk (by [DM], Remark
2.29). Its kernel Gred,0σ is the connected component of the identity of G
red
σ , a connected pro-
reductive affine k-group scheme which is the motivic Galois group Aut⊗(H#σ ⊗k|Mredk ⊗k) of
H#σ ⊗k onMredk ⊗k. The almost surjective functor (we say that a functor is almost surjective
if each object of the target category is isomorphic to a subquotiet of an object in the image
of the functor; see [DM], Proposition 2.21(b)) Mredk → Mredk , A 7→ A = A ×k k, defines
the injection Gred,0σ
ι→ Gredσ . In particular, denote the quotient p : P redσ → P redσ /Gred,0σ
by PArtσ . It is the Γk-torsor Hom
⊗(H#DR, H
#
σ ⊗ k;M0k ⊗ k). Its class hArtσ in H1(k,Γk) =
H1(Gal(k/k),Γk(k)) is the image of hσ = {P redσ } under the map H1(k,Gredσ )→ H1(k,Γk).
Since Gσ is the semi-direct product of the pro-reductive G
red
σ and the pro-unipotent Uσ,
we have that Γk is the group of connected components of Gσ. The inclusion M
0
k → Mk
defines a surjection Gσ
π→ Γk ([DM], Proposition 2.21(a)), whose kernel G0σ is the connected
component of the identity of Gσ. This connected affine k-group scheme is the motivic
Galois group Aut⊗(H#σ ⊗ k|Mk ⊗ k) of H#σ ⊗ k on Mk ⊗ k. The almost surjective functor
Mk → Mk, defined on one-motives by M 7→ M = M ×k k = [X
u→ E ×k k], induces the
injection G0σ
ι→ Gσ. The quotient p : Pσ → Pσ/G0σ is PArtσ . Its class in H1(k,Γk) is the
image of hσ = {Pσ} under the map H1(k,Gσ)→ H1(k,Γk). The functor Hσ ⊗ k maps the
Tannakian category Mk ⊗ k to the Tannakian category of k-mixed Hodge structures. This
would help us understand what we need to know about our motivic objects, but this map
is not fully faithful when k 6= Q.
The statement of our theorem uses the set Sper k of orderings ξ of the field k. It is a
compact totally disconnected topological space, where a basis of the topology is given by
the sets {ξ; a > 0 in ξ} for all a in k (see, e.g., Scharlau [Sc], Ch. 3, §5). The space
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Sper k is naturally homeomorphic to the quotient of the space Inv(Gal(k/k)) of involutions
(elements of order precisely two) in Gal(k/k) (endowed with the usual profinite topology)
by conjugation under Gal(k/k). Denote by kξ a real closure of k (in k ⊂ C) whose ordering
induces ξ on k. Then Gal(k/kξ) is generated by cξ in Inv(Gal(k/k)). If c is an involution
in Gal(k/k), for any field k, then char k = 0, the fixed field of c in k is a real closure kξ
of k whose ordering induces ξ on k, k = kξ(
√−1), and the restriction of c to the algebraic
closure Q of Q is non trivial (it takes
√−1 to −√−1), hence it is in the unique conjugacy
class of involutions in Gal(Q/Q). The ordered field k (or kξ) embeds in a real closed field Rξ
of codimension 2 in C – thus C = Rξ(
√−1) – whose ordering induces ξ on k. An ordering ξ
of k is called archimedean if the real closure kξ embeds in R. When k is finitely generated,
the set Arch k of archimedean orderings in k is dense in Sper k; this is shown below.
The affine kξ-scheme Pσ,ξ = Pσ×kkξ is a Gσ-torsor over kξ. Its class hσ,ξ inH1(kξ, Gσ) =
H1(Gal(k/kξ), Gσ(k)) is the image of hσ under the natural localization map H
1(k,Gσ)
→ H1(kξ, Gσ). Alternatively it can be described using the fact that the natural map
H1(kξ, Gσ) → H1(Rξ, Gσ) is an isomorphism (this is implied by the Artin-Lang theorem
(see [BCR], The´ore`me 4.1.2)), as follows. The continuous map σM(C)→ σM(C) (M ∈Mk)
defined by cξ 6= 1 in Gal(C/Rξ) induces an involutive endomorphism of σM(C)B. The image
in Gσ(C) defines a (Galois) cohomology class in H
1(Rξ, Gσ), which is hσ,ξ.
Let k be a field with virtual cohomological dimension ≤ 1 (thus vcd(k) = cd(k(√−1))
is at most one). We have vcd(k) = cd(k) precisely when k has no orderings, thus Sper k is
empty. Examples of k with vcd k = 1 < cd k are k = R(x) or R(x), where R is a real closed
field (Serre [S1], II, 3.3(b)), R((x)) and R((x)) ([S1], II, 3.3, Ex. 3), and Qab ∩ R ([S1], II,
3.3, Proposition 9). We assume that k embeds in C (to use [DM]; to embed in C a field k
of cardinality bounded by that of C, choose transcendence bases in both). Fix σ : k →֒ C.
Theorem. Let p′ : P ′ → PArtσ be a Gσ-torsor over k such that P ′ξ = P ′×k kξ is isomorphic
to Pσ,ξ = Pσ ×k kξ for ξ in a dense subset of Sper k. Then there exists an isomorphism of
Gσ-torsors λ : Pσ → P ′ such that p′ ◦ λ = p.
The same result holds with Gσ and Pσ replaced by G
red
σ and P
red
σ .
Our work is influenced by Blasius-Borovoi [BB] who considered the number field Q (whose
vcd is 2) and the semi-simple Tannakian subcategory Mred,HQ generated by Artin motives
and motives of abelian varieties A over Q for which the group ((GAσ )
0)adR has no factor of
type DHn (in the notations of Deligne [D1], (1.3.9)), and by Wintenberger [W] who had
considered the field Q and the semi-simple Tannakian subcategory Mred,CMQ generated by
Artin motives and motives of abelian varieties with complex multiplication over Q.
Our theorem is an application of the local-global principle for a field k with vcd(k) ≤ 1.
We can work in the generality of the entire category Mk and the group Gσ by virtue of the
local-global principle: H1(k,G) →֒ ∏ξH1(kξ, G), proven by Scheiderer [Sch] for a perfect
field k with vcd k ≤ 1 and a connected k-linear algebraic group G. In the number field case
the analogous well known local-global principle holds only for semi-simple simply connected
G.
When cd(k) ≤ 1, thus when k has no orderings, the class of Pσ is determined by PArtσ
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alone. To deal with this case, we use only Steinberg’s theorem ([S1], III, §2.3) on the
vanishing of H1(k,G) for a perfect field k with cd(k) ≤ 1 and a connected k-linear algebraic
group G.
It will be interesting to study our motivic objects over fields k with vcd ≤ 2. In this
context, note that a local-global principle for k with vcd(k) ≤ 2 and semi-simple simply
connected classical linear algebraic groups has recently been established by Bayer-Fluckiger
and Parimala [BP].
It is my pleasure to express my deep gratitude to P. Deligne for watching over my first
steps in the motivic fairyland, to M. Borovoi, U. Jannsen, R. Pink, C. Scheiderer, J.-P.
Serre, R. Sujatha, and the Referee, for useful comments, to M. Jarden for invitation to talk
on this work at the Gentner Symposium on Field Arithmetic, Tel-Aviv University, October
1997, and to the National University of Singapore for its hospitality in late 1999 while this
paper was refereed. NATO grant CRG 970133 is gratefully acknowledged.
Proof of theorem. It is easy to adapt the proof to the context of the pro-reductive quotient
group Gredσ , so we discuss only the general case of the entire group Gσ.
Let z ∈ Z1(k,Gσ) be a 1-cocycle representing hσ = {Pσ} ∈ H1(k,Gσ). As in [S1], I.5.3,
denote by zGσ the form of Gσ twisted by z. It is the affine group scheme over k on which
Gal(k/k) acts by s : g 7→ (Int(zs))(s(g)) (g ∈ Gσ(k), s ∈ Gal(k/k)). The natural bijection
H1(k, zGσ)→˜H1(k,Gσ), defined by (xs) 7→ (xszs) ([S1], I.5.3, Proposition 35), takes the
trivial element of H1(k, zGσ) to hσ. Denote by η the class in H
1(k, zGσ) which maps to
h′, the class in H1(k,Gσ) of the Gσ-torsor P
′. By the very definition of Pσ, as relating Gσ
and GDR, we have that GDR is PσGσ = Pσ ×Gσ Gσ (this is FP = P ×A F in the notations
of the first paragraph of [S1], I, §5.3; here A of [S1] is Gσ(k), which acts on Pσ(k) (=P
in [S1]) by right multiplication and on Gσ(k) (=F in [S1]) by conjugation). By the third
paragraph of [S1], I, §5.3, we have that GDR is the twist zGσ of Gσ by z. Since P ′ξ ≃ Pσ,ξ,
the localization ηξ = locξ(η) of η in H
1(kξ, GDR) is 1, for a dense set of ξ in Sper k. Since
Pσ and P
′ project to the same Γk-torsor P
Art
σ in H
1(k,Γk), the image of η in H
1(k, z′Γk) is
1, where z′ in Z1(k,Γk) is the image of z ∈ Z1(k,Gσ) under the projection Gσ → Γk. Our
aim is to show that η = 1 in H1(k,GDR).
Consider the exact sequence of affine group schemes
1→ G0DR = zG0σ → GDR = zGσ → Γk,DR = z′Γk → 1.
Since the image of η ∈ H1(k,GDR) in H1(k,Γk,DR) is trivial, there is η0 ∈ H1(k,G0DR)
which maps to η. The group G0DR is a connected pro-finite affine group scheme over k
([DM], Proposition 6.22(a)). Thus G0DR = lim
←−N
(GNDR)
0, where GNDR is the motivic Galois
group Aut⊗(H#DR| MNkN ⊗ kN ) of the Tannakian subcategory MNkN of Mk generated by a
finite set N of one-motives and their duals, the Artin motives and the Tate motive T and
its dual T∨. The finite set N is defined over a finitely generated over Q subfield kN of k.
As explained in the proof of [DM], Proposition 6.22(a), (GNDR)
0 is a linear algebraic
group. Correspondingly η0 = lim
←−N
η0N , where η
0
N ∈ H1(k, (GNDR)0). Further, η = lim
←−N
ηN ,
where ηN is the image of η
0
N under the map H
1(k, (GNDR)
0) → H1(k,GNDR). Since ηξ is
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trivial in H1(kξ, GDR), the localization ηN,ξ = locξ(ηN ) is trivial for all N , for the dense
set of ξ in Sper k of the theorem.
Write Arch k for the set of archimedean orderings in Sper k. The proposition below
asserts that the homomorphism GDR(kξ)→ Γk,DR(kξ) is surjective for every ξ ∈ Arch k. In
particular GNDR(kξ) ։ ΓkN ,DR(kξ) = Z/2 for each finite N and ξ ∈ Arch k. We claim that
this map is onto for all ξ ∈ Sper k. The kN -group GNDR has two connected components;
denote by C = GN,+DR the component not containing the identity. The surjectivity means
that C(kξ) is non empty (for all ξ ∈ Arch k). It follows from the Artin-Lang theorem that
C(kN,ξ) is non empty for all ξ ∈ Arch kN . But the set of ξ ∈ Sper kN such that C(kN,ξ) is
non empty is open and closed in Sper kN (see, e.g., [Sch], Corollary 2.2). Our claim follows
once we show that for a finitely generated field kN , the set Arch kN is dense in Sper kN .
To show that for a finitely generated field kN the set Arch kN is dense in Sper kN , choose
a purely transcendental extension F = Q(t1, . . . , tn) of Q of finite codimension in kN . Since
the restriction of orderings is an open map Sper kN → SperF , and an ordering of kN is
archimedean if its restriction to F is, it suffices to show that ArchF is dense in SperF .
For this, we proceed to show that the non empty basic open set defined by p1, . . . , pr ∈ F
contains an archimedean ordering. The open set being non empty means that there is an
ordering of F which makes the pj positive. In other words, there are a real closed field R
and x ∈ Rn such that pj(x) > 0, all j. Then the same is true for R = R, by the Tarski
principle (see, e.g., [BCR], I.1.4). That is, there is x ∈ Rn such that pj(x) > 0, all j. The
inequalities remain true in a neighborhood of x, hence the components x1, . . . , xn of x can
be chosen to be algebraically independent. The embedding F →֒ R defined by ti 7→ xi
defines an archimedean ordering of F where the pj are positive, namely an archimedean
point in the given open set.
We then have that GNDR(kξ) ։ ΓkN ,DR(kξ) = Z/2 for each finite set N of one-motives,
and for all ξ ∈ Sper k. Consequently the kernel of the map H1(kξ, (GNDR)0)→ H1(kξ, GNDR)
is trivial for all ξ. For the dense set of ξ ∈ Sper k given in the theorem, ηN,ξ is trivial in
H1(kξ, G
N
DR). Then for these ξ we have that η
0
N,ξ = locξ η
0
N is trivial in H
1(kξ, (G
N
DR)
0).
Using the local-global principle of [Sch], Theorem 4.1, which asserts that for a connected
linear algebraic group GN over a perfect field k with vcd(k) ≤ 1 the map H1(k,GN ) →∏
ξH
1(kξ, G
N ) is injective where the product ranges over any dense subset of orderings ξ
in Sper k, we conclude that η0N is 1 for all finite sets N of one-motives. Hence η
0 = lim
←−N
η0N
is trivial, so is its image η, and P ′ and Pσ define the same class in H
1(k,Gσ). 
The following lemma is used in the proof of the proposition below.
Lemma. Let Kξ be a real closed field containing kξ. Then the group of Kξ-points of
Γk,DR = z′Γk is isomorphic to Gal(k/kξ).
Proof. We have Γk,DR(Kξ) = Γk,DR(K)
Gal(K/Kξ), where K = Kξ(
√−1), and Γk,DR(K) =
Γk,DR(k). Moreover, the restriction to k of the non trivial element of Gal(K/Kξ) is the
non trivial element of Gal(k/kξ). The group Γk,DR is the profinite group scheme attached
to the identity cocycle z′(τ) = τ in Z1(k,Γk) (this is called the Artin cocycle, see [W]).
Thus τ ∈ Gal(k/k) acts on γ ∈ Γk,DR(k) = Gal(k/k) by τDR(γ) = τγτ−1. In particular
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cξ ∈ Gal(k/kξ) acts on γ ∈ Γk,DR(k) by cξ,DR(γ) = cξγc−1ξ . Hence Γk,DR(kξ) = {γ ∈
Gal(k/k); cξγc
−1
ξ = γ}. It remains to determine the centralizer of cξ ∈ Inv(Gal(k/k)) in
Gal(k/k). We claim it is {1, cξ}. The field kξ = kcξ of fixed points of cξ in k is a real
closure of k whose ordering induces ξ on k. If γ ∈ Gal(k/k) commutes with cξ then it maps
kξ to itself. But the only automorphism of kξ over k is the identity (by the Artin-Schreier
theorem; see, e.g., [Sc], Ch. 3, Theorem 2.1). Hence γ ∈ Gal(k/kξ) = {1, cξ}. 
The following proposition is used in the proof of the Theorem above.
Proposition. The map GDR(kξ)→ Γk,DR(kξ) is surjective for every archimedean ordering
ξ in Sper k.
Proof. The lemma implies that Γk,DR(kξ) = Z/2 = Γkξ,DR(kξ). Write Gk,σ and Gk,DR
to specify the base field. Using the functor Mk → Mkξ which is induced from M 7→
M ×k kξ (incidentally, it is almost surjective (by which we mean that each object of Mkξ is
a subquotient of an object in the image of Mk), by the proof of [DM], 6.23 (a)), we have a
kξ-homomorphism Gkξ,DR → Gk,DR (in fact an injection, by [Sa], II, 4.3.2 g) ii), or [DM],
Proposition 2.21 (b)) of the motivic Galois groups for the de Rham fiber functor. Hence it
suffices to prove the proposition only for a real closed k. Since ξ is archimedean, k embeds
in R, and it suffices to prove the proposition for k = R. Thus we assume from now on that
k is R, and write GDR for GR,DR.
Recall that the functors M0R →MR and MR →MC, and the fiber functor H#σ , define the
exact sequence 1 → G0σ → Gσ → ΓR → 1 of affine group schemes over Q (for the “pure”
case, which implies at once the “mixed” case, see [DM], Proposition 6.23(a,b)). Using the
functors M0R ⊗ R → MR ⊗ R and MR ⊗ R → MC ⊗ R, and the fiber functor H#σ ⊗ R,
the groups become groups over R (note that [DM], Remark 3.12, applies with any – not
necessarily finite – field extension k′/k). But we do not change the notations.
For any subfield K of R, a K-Hodge structure (“over C”) is a pair (V, (V p,q)) consisting
of a finite dimensional vector space V over K, and a direct sum decomposition V ⊗K C =
⊕V p,q with τ∞(V p,q) = V q,p; τ∞ 6= 1 in Gal(C/R). A K-Hodge structure over R is a
triple (V, (V p,q), F∞) where the new ingredient is an involutive endomorphism F∞ of V
whose extension to V ⊗K C satisfies F∞(V p,q) = V q,p. With the natural definition of
tensor products and morphisms, these make neutral Tannakian categories HodK (K-Hodge
structures) and Hod+K (K-Hodge structures over R) over K (for the forgetful fiber functor
ωK : (V, . . . )→ V ).
A K-mixed Hodge structure (“over C”) is a triple (V,W•, F
•), where V is a finite dimen-
sional K-vector space with a finite increasing (weight) filtration W• and a finite decreasing
(Hodge) filtration F • on V ⊗K C, such that F • induces a K-Hodge structure of weight n
on the graded piece GrWn V =WnV/Wn−1V for each n. A K-mixed Hodge structure over R
is a K-mixed Hodge structure (V,W•, F
•) with a W• preserving involutive automorphism
F∞ of V such that F∞((Gr
W
n V ⊗K C)p,q) = (GrWn V ⊗K C)q,p. With the natural definition
of ⊗ and morphisms, these make the Tannakian categories MHSK and MHS+K .
The main Theorem 2.11 of [D2] asserts that for an algebraically closed subfield K of C,
the functor Hσ : M
red
K
→ HodQ is fully faithful. It is extended in [D-III], 10.1.3, to assert
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that the functor Hσ :M 7→ Hσ(M) = σM(C)B defines an equivalence between the category
of isogeny classes of one-motives over K and the category of (Q-)mixed Hodge structures
of type {(0, 0), (0,−1), (−1, 0), (−1,−1)} whose graded quotient Gr−1 is polarizable. A
morphism of one-motives is a morphism (α, β) of complexes [X → E] → [X ′ → E′]. It
is an isogeny if both α and β are isogenies, i. e. have finite kernels and cokernels. The
functor Hσ extends to a faithful functor from the Tannakian category MC to the Tannakian
category MHSQ (in this context we note Theorem 2.2.5 of [Br], which asserts that a Hodge
cycle on a one-motive – and in particular a power thereof – is absolute), and from MR to
MHS+Q : τ∞ ∈ Gal(C/R) induces an involution of σM(C), hence an involution F∞ = Hσ(τ∞)
on Hσ(M). The restriction of Hσ to M
0
R is an equivalence with the category RepQ ΓR of
representations of ΓR over Q.
The fiber functor H#σ ⊗ R on MR ⊗ R factorizes through the forgetful functor ωR :
MHS+R → RepR ΓR. The restriction of ωR to MHSR is the forgetful functor into the category
VecR of vector spaces over R. The restriction of H
#
σ ⊗ R to M0R ⊗ R is an equivalence of
categories with RepR ΓR.
But we are concerned with the fiber functor H#DR⊗R on MR⊗R and the exact sequence
1 → G0DR → GDR → ΓR,DR → 1 of real groups associated with the almost surjective
functor MR ⊗ R → MC ⊗ R and the fully faithful functor M0R ⊗ R → MR ⊗ R. To show
the surjectivity of the map GDR(R) → ΓR,DR(R) of groups of real points, it suffices to
show that the reductive part GredDR(R) surjects on ΓR,DR(R). For this, note that the functor
H#DR⊗R on MredR ⊗R factorizes via MredR ⊗R→ Hod+R and a functor ωDR,R : Hod+R → VecR
described below. This follows from the fact that for the realizations of a motive one has
cDR = F∞ ◦ bar, where cDR and bar are respectively the deRham and the Betti complex
conjugations. Defining S+DR = Aut
⊗(ωDR,R|Hod+R ) (and SDR = Aut⊗(ωDR,R|HodR)), we
get the vertical arrow in the commutative square
S+DR → ΓR,DR
↓ ‖
GredDR → ΓR,DR .
The horizontal arrows result from the fully faithful functors M0R ⊗ R → MredR ⊗ R and
M0R ⊗ R→ Hod+R . Consequently it suffices to show that S+DR(R)։ ΓR,DR(R).
Analogously we have the functor ωR on Hod
+
R , the real groups S
+ = Aut⊗(ωR|Hod+R ) and
S = Aut⊗(ωR|HodR), and the exact sequence 1→ S→ S+ → ΓR → 1. The motivic Galois
group S of HodR and the functor ωR is well known ([DM], Example 2.31). The group S is
the connected R-group ResC/RGm obtained from the multiplicative group Gm on restricting
scalars from C to R. Thus S(C) = C× × C×, and the non-trivial element of Gal(C/R) acts
on S(C) by (a, b) 7→ (b, a), so S(R) = C×. Indeed, a representation ρ : S→ Aut(V ) defines
V p,q to be the v ∈ V ⊗R C with ρ(z)(v) = z−pz−qv for all z ∈ C×. The motivic Galois
group of the subcategory Hod0R of the V in Hod
+
R with V
p,q = {0} unless p = q = 0 is the
constant group scheme ΓR over R associated to the group Gal(C/R). The motivic Galois
group of Hod+R (and ωR) is an extension S
+ of ΓR by S. Indeed, a triple (V, (V
p,q), F∞) is
associated with the extension of ρ from S to S+ by ρ(1×bar) = F∞ (“bar” signifies complex
conjugation). The exact sequence 1 → S → S+ → ΓR → 1 is defined by the fully faithful
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functor Hod0R → Hod+R and the essentially surjective “forget F∞” functor Hod+R → HodR.
Note that the sequence is split, and S+ = S ⋉ ΓR. A splitting is given by the essentially
surjective functor Hod+R → Hod0R, “forget the Hodge structure”, and ΓR acts on S via the
Galois action.
Since H1(R, S) = 1, the sequence 1 → S(R) → S+(R) → ΓR(R) → 1 is exact. Since
the group SDR is G
2
m (see the following paragraph), by Hilbert Theorem 90 we have
H1(R, SDR) = 1. Hence S
+
DR(R) → ΓR,DR(R), which is just H0(R, S+DR) → H0(R,ΓR,DR),
is onto. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Note that the structure of the entire group Aut⊗(ωDR,R|MHSR) is computed in [D3],
Construction 1.6 and Proposition 2.1, since ωDR,R is the functor Gr
W of [D3]. But by the
Levi decomposition it suffices for us to work only with its reductive part. Thus we note
that S+DR is known to be (Gm×Gm)⋊Z/2. Indeed, the category Hod+R is equivalent to the
category Hod∗R of triples (W, (W
p,q), F ), where W is a finite dimensional real vector space
with decomposition W = ⊕W p,q into real subspaces, and F is an involutive endomorphism
of W over R with F (W p,q) =W q,p. In fact, Hod+R → Hod∗R is given by W p,q = fixed points
of F∞ ◦bar in V p,q, F = F∞|W , W p,q =W ∩V p,q, and Hod∗R → Hod+R by: V = fixed points
of F ◦ bar in W ⊗ C, V p,q = V ∩ (W p,q ⊗ C), F∞ = F |V . The fiber functor H#DR ⊗ R on
MR ⊗ R factorizes through the fiber functor ωDR on Hod+R , which is V 7→ W , or W 7→ W
on Hod∗R. The group of automorphisms of ωDR on Hod
∗
R is S
+
DR = (Gm × Gm) ⋊ Z/2,
the product of the finite group scheme ΓR,DR = Z/2 by SDR = Gm × Gm, the groups of
automorphisms of the functor ωDR on the categories Hod
0
R and HodR. 
Remark 1. Proposition 6.22(b) of [DM] is wrong (Mk →Mk′ there is fully faithful but not
essentially surjective), but this is of no consequence for the theory. For a corrected statement
and a counter example see [S2], §6. The connectedness assertion in Proposition 6.22(a) (and
consequently 6.23) of [DM] – which is a consequence of the standard conjectures – is out
of reach of current technology (in Deligne’s opinion) in the context of the whole category
of (even only pure) motives. In particular, (6.1) of [S2] should be (6.1?), and similarly for
[J], Theorem 4.7, p. 50. The proof of [DM], 6.22(a), implicitly assumes that Hodge cycles
are absolute. It works in our setting (of motives of abelian varieties, and one-motives)
since Hodge cycles on abelian varieties are absolute, by [D2], Theorem 2.11. Thus we use
[DM], 6.22(a) and 6.23, replacing Mk, Mk by M
red
k , M
red
k
in [DM], p. 213, l. -7 to p. 216,
l. -9; in particular the group G(σ) of [DM], p. 213, l. -6 (denoted Gσ here) should be
Aut⊗(H#σ |Mredk ), and in the proof of [DM], 6.22(a), X should be in Mredk (to use (I 3.4)).
Yet the full Galois group G(σ) of [DM], 6.22(a) (= Aut⊗(H#σ |Mk)) is pro-reductive (as
asserted in [DM], 6.22(a)) – meaning that its connected component G0 is the projective limit
of connected reductive groups – by [DM], Remark 2.28 (“G0 is pro-reductive iff RepQG(σ)
is semi-simple”) and [DM], Proposition 6.5 (“Mk = RepQG(σ) is semi-simple”).
In an attempt to clarify the proof of [DM], 6.22(a), note that it uses the following
well-known assertion. Only the special case of pure Hodge structures is used in [DM],
and this suffices for our purposes too, since an algebraic group is connected if its (Levi)
reductive component is. As in [DM], Proof of Proposition 2.8, let CH be the full (Tannakian)
subcategory of the category Hod of Q-Hodge structures generated by Q(1) and an object H.
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The objects of CH are by definition the subquotients of sums of T = H
⊗m1 ⊗ (H∨)⊗m2 ⊗
Q(1)⊗m3 , and a ∈ Gm acts on Q(1)⊗m by multiplication by a−m. Let ω be the fiber
(forgetful) functor to the category of vector spaces over Q. Suppose that H is a polarizable
Hodge structure. Then CH is semi-simple. Write G
′ for the subgroup GL(H)×Gm over Q
which fixes all (0, 0)-vectors t in every object T of CH .
Assertion. The group G = Aut⊗(ω|CH) is isomorphic to the group G′.
Proof. A morphism g = (gX : Φ(X) → Φ′(X)) of functors Φ, Φ′ on a category satisfies
Φ′(f)gX = gY Φ(f) for every morphism f : X → Y . In CH , an endomorphism of the fiber
functor ω is an element g of GL(H) × Gm which – extended to HC = H ⊗ C – commutes
with ω(f), thus gω(f) = ω(f)g, for every morphism f : V → U in Hod, namely with
all linear maps f : V → U with f(V p,q) ⊂ Up,q. Thus for each V , g commutes with
HomHod(Q(0), V ) = V
0,0, namely it fixes V 0,0, so g ∈ G′.
Conversely, if g ∈ G′ then for any V, U ∈ CH , g fixes (V ∨ ⊗ U)0,0 = Hom(V, U)0,0, thus
g : H → H commutes with every morphism f : V → U in Hod, so g ∈ G. 
Now the problem in the proof of 6.22(a) in [DM] is that for X in the Tannakian category
M
K
of motives of absolute Hodge cycles, the full subcategory CX of MK embeds via Hσ in
the Tannakian category Hod of Q-Hodge structures, but it is not a full subcategory unless
each σ-Hodge cycle on X is absolute. If CX is a full subcategory of Hod (via Hσ, namely
each σ-Hodge cycle is absolute), then GX = Aut
⊗(Hσ|CX) of [DM], 6.22(a), becomes the
group G of the Assertion above, and it can be compared with G′, the connected group which
features in the second half of [DM], proof of 6.22(a) (and (I 3.4) there). In general, the
group GX consists of those automorphisms of the vector space Hσ(X) which commute with
each automorphism of the absolute Hodge structure H(X). Not every automorphism fσ of
the Hodge structure Hσ(X) extends to an automorphism (fDR, fℓ, fτ ) of absolute Hodge
structures, so the group GX – being the commutator of absolute Hodge morphisms – may
be larger than the commutator G of the larger family of σ-Hodge morphisms. The two
groups are equal (and the a-priori possibly bigger GX is connected) for abelian varieties X ,
for which Hodge cycles are absolute.
Remark 2. An extension E of an abelian variety by a torus T is commutative: (a) T is
central: the action by inner automorphism of A = E/T on T is trivial, because it amounts
to an action on the character group, which is discrete; (b) the commutator E ×E → E has
image in T = ker[E → A], and it factors via A× A = E/T × E/T → T by (a); it is trivial
since the image is proper and reduced in the affine T .
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